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morteza shekarforoush00:38 14 Oct 23


I have been in touch with Behzad for my mortgage. He is fantastic and always responsive, and he is a problem-solving attier. He gave me pre-approval with a soft inquiry, which did not affect my credit. I appreciate him for all he has done.



Hamid Shirazi00:19 13 Oct 23


Collaborating with Behzad was truly delightful. His level of professionalism is top-notch, and his responsiveness is truly impressive. What sets him apart is his commitment to ensuring that I obtain the best possible loan option. Behzad's expertise...  and dedication made this process stress-free, and we were happy with the results. I highly recommend him for anyone looking for a loan officer who goes the extra mile to deliver an outstanding service.read more



Maryam Es16:48 12 Oct 23


I had the pleasure of working with Behzad as my loan officer to close on my house in Maryland, and I was truly impressed with his level of expertise, experience, and service . He demonstrated a high level of professionalism, expertise,...  responsiveness, and dedication.He was able to explain financial matters in a way that was easy for me to understand. He took the time to guide me through each step of the loan application process, ensuring I felt informed and confident in my decisions.What I appreciated the most about Behzad was his commitment to finding the best loan options and only running a soft inquiry in the initial stage in a way that it wouldn’t impact my credit score.He went above and beyond to secure a competitive interest rate and loan terms that were highly favorable.Throughout the process, Behzad was exceptionally approachable. He answered my questions and kept me updated at every step of the process.Needless to say, I will highly recommend him.read more



Mehdi Zamanipour15:27 12 Oct 23


I had a fantastic experience working with Behzad Hamidi with InstaMortgage. He went above and beyond to help me secure a loan pre-approval without the need for a hard credit score inquiry. He patiently answered all my questions and provided...  invaluable guidance in finding the best loan option for my needs. His dedication and expertise made the entire process smooth and stress-free. I highly recommend his services to anyone seeking financial assistance.read more



Enrique Garcia16:19 16 Aug 23


Giovanni Valdez with InstaMortgage was super friendly and helpful. He made the whole buying process super easy. Explained everything well and was super patient when it came to answering questions. As a new home owner, I was super nervous and had...  tons of questions and Giovanni walked me through everything. Definitely would refer him to anyone. It was a pleasure doing business with him. He’s awesome. Best of the best and tons of experience. Thank you Gio for all the great help!read more



Shreeni V16:25 09 Aug 23


Shashank and Bianca are an excellent team to work with. This is my second closing with them and every time they have ensured competitive rates, clear communications/expectations and on-time closure. No last minute surprises and no drama/rush around...  closing time. Bianca does a lot of due diligence and is on top of everything. Working with them closely, I get a lot of confidence that they have the best interest of the customers in the forefront of everything else. Looking forward to more mutually rewarding engagements with them.read more



Hossein Nemati17:48 23 Jun 23


I have worked with Mr. Behzad Hamidi to get a loan for our recent investment property. The level of care, support, and response he provided was phenomenal. He made the entire process extremely smooth by making himself available pretty much anytime...  to answer questions and making sure I will get the product i need. It was amazing to see how fast he made things ready for the next steps. Communication with Behzad was also great and he kept me informed at every stage of the process with a clear timeline.I would definitely recommend to work with him if you need a loan and certainly look forward to working with him again in the next opportunity.read more



Fateme Nikparvar23:35 21 Jun 23


I recently had the pleasure of working with Mr Behzad Hamidi, and I cannot emphasize enough how impressed I am with his exceptional professionalism. From start to finish, my experience exceeded all expectations, making him my go-to choice for any...  future lendung needs.From the moment I reached out to him, he was invredibly responsive and attentive. He demonestrated a geniune interest in understanding my situation and tailored their services to meet my special needs. His dedication to customer satisfaction was evident through the entire process. He provided clear instruction, ensuring I had all documents. He was not only knowledgeable but also went above and beyond to address my concerns and answer all my questions. He took time to explain every detail of the loan , ensuring I fully understand everything!I wholeheartedly recommend him to anyone who need of lending services. His commitment to customer satisfaction truly set him apart. My experience was nothing short of outstanding and Im greatful for his expertise and dedication. THANK YOU BRHZAD for making my loan journey a positive one!Fatemehread more



Nathan Az16:32 31 May 23


Behzad Hamidi was my lender.He patiently answered all my questions. He was always available whenever I contacted him and the process was so fast through this company. Highly recommended.



Rajesh Tulsyani20:05 25 Mar 23


Very professional, courteous, super-fast responses even post closing, and customer-friendly experience!!The Instamortgage team is awesome!!Bianca was super helpful throughout the loan process and always available to address any concerns.My big...  “THANK YOU” to Shashank, Bianca and Prasanna!!read more



Iman Naziri23:54 29 Jan 23


I recently worked with Behzad Hamidi on securing a mortgage loan with InstaMortgage and I couldn't be happier with the experience with both my loan offer and the company. From start to finish, Behzad was incredibly passionate about helping me find...  the right loan for my needs. He was always available to answer any questions I had and responded to my emails and calls promptly. His responsiveness was top-notch and he made sure to keep me updated on the status of my loan at all times. I was working with another Mortgage company at the same time, and they were adding few line items in closing costs to justify the rate they gave me and they were not so honest about it. Behzad was so helpful walking me through all items and educating me since it was my first loan. He caught unnecessary charges the other mortgage company added.They were also so quick on approving my loan. The whole process took less than 10 days. They also gave a very good rate, which was lower than few other mortgage companies and banks at the time.I would highly recommend InstaMorgage and specifically I had a nice experience working with Behzad. He truly goes above and beyond to ensure his clients are satisfied.read more



Hosein Kh17:28 13 Jan 23


I had an awesome experience working with Behzad (with InstaMortgage Inc.) as my loan officer in the home purchasing process.He is really knowledgeable, helpful and polite person. He has been answering all of my questions patiently during that...  process. He explained every details in the loan estimate through a zoom meeting with me. He made sure I get the most lender credit and the best mortgage rate. I really appreciate his helps and supports and highly highly recommend him.read more



Katie Baughman00:53 21 Sep 22


I have worked with Behzad 2 times now and both transactions were smooth. With both of my clients he had great communication with buyers, me the agent, and title. He always answered my questions and my calls! I would absolutely use him again.



Aimee Wine06:52 08 Sep 22


There aren't enough stars for my buyers lender Behzad Hamid. I am a Realtor in Savannah GA and when my buyers came to me with an out of town lender I was skeptical. However, shortly after speaking with Bezhad my option quickly changed. He was as...  dedicated and committed as I was to help our mutual clients purchase their home in a very competitive market. From giving them the best rate. to calling each listing agent to reassure them of our buyers qualifications, to putting a rush on a very short appraisal contingency, he exceeded each of my expectations. Bezhad is by far one of the very best lenders I have dealt with. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend him to anyone looking for a lender: Amazing work Behzad!!!read more
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We are here for you 24X7X365

Our free online tools and smart application gives you the control to get the information you need 
 when you need it, no matter where you are in the buying or refinancing process













What is Today’s Rate

In less than 2 minutes, check today's live rates customized for you. Credit pull not required




Today's Rates










Should I Refinance

Compare current loan with the new loan and determine if refinancing is right for you




Should I Refinance










What is My Payment

Calculate your monthly payment including Taxes, Insurance, HOA, and Mortgage Insurance




What is My Payment










How Much Can I Afford

Use our affordability calculator to see how much loan you can qualify for




How Much Can I Afford


























We took ChatGPT. 
And made it human.



Meet Rachel, the mortgage industry’s first digital human, now powered by ChatGPT. Go ahead, and ask her your mortgage questions.


Say Hi !
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2024 FHA Loan Limits For Wisconsin (WI)


2024 FHA loan limit WI  for 1-unit property starts  at $498,257  and goes upto $515,200…
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2024 Conforming Loan Limits For Wisconsin (WI)


2024 conforming loan limit WI is $766,550  for one-unit properties. 2024 Conforming Loan Limit Wisconsin…
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How and Where to Get an FHA Loan In 2024


For many first-time homebuyers, securing a mortgage can be a daunting task. That's where FHA…
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2024 FHA Loan Limits For Washington (WA)


2024 FHA Loan Limits For Washington is $498,257  and goes up to $977,500 for high-cost…
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2024 FHA Loan Limits For Virginia (VA)


2024 FHA County Loan Limits For Virginia is $498,257  and goes up to $1,149,825  for…
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2024 Conforming Loan Limits For Delaware (DE)


2024 Conforming Loan Limits Delaware  for one-unit properties is $766,550 and for two-unit properties is $981,500.…
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2024 FHA Loan Limits For Delaware (DE)


2024 FHA Loan Limits Delaware  is $498,257 and goes up to $557,750 for high-cost counties…
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By checking the Opt-in option you agree to receive automated promotional messages from InstaMortgage Inc.You may receive upto 5 messages per month. Reply ‘STOP’ to end or ‘HELP’ for help.
We gather the above details to help you enhance your home buying experience.







	
		
		
		
		
	












Visit Privacy Policy, Security Page.

























Schedule Consultation
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Immigration Status—Please choose an option—
Citizen
Permanent Resident
Non-Permanent Resident






State
—Please choose an option—
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District Of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming






What do you want to do—Please choose an option—
Refinance
Buy a Home
Just have some questions
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Do you want a call back from our Loan Officer







	1-855-644-LOAN
	[email protected]















This site is not authorized by the New York State Department of Financial Services. No mortgage solicitation activity or loan application for properties located in the state of New York can be facilitated through this website. For inquiries about loans in New York, go here.
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Check If You Qualify For Budget Refinance Program
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Thank you for submitting your request. The White Paper has been emailed to you. Please check your spam folder if you don't see it in the Inbox. 
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